



January 8, 2021

To the WA State Board of Health


RE: BOH Meeting 1.13.2021


Dear Board:


Informed Choice Washington extends a welcome to Dr. Umair A. Shah to WA State as Secretary of 
Health. Informed Choice WA’s mission is to advocate for public health policy based on scientific 
integrity, to promote education about healthy immunity, and to protect informed consent and medical 
freedom in Washington State.


It is our sincere hope we can find common ground on issues of public health with the Board and 
Secretary on which we can work together for the benefit of all citizens. However, we have very deep 
concerns about systemic issues, which the current crisis with COVID-19 has escalated.


- DOH lacks critical questioning of guidelines and recommendations coming from HHS, FDA and 
CDC. DOH must examine the data, not what the federal agencies say about the data. In short, we 
lack a system of checks and balances in public health.


- DOH fails to provide information about known treatment protocols in response to infectious disease 
outbreaks when a vaccine is available or forthcoming, driving unwarranted fear. Ignoring available 
therapeutics (that are peer reviewed, measurable, and documented) in favor of waiting for and 
promoting investigational EUA vaccines, is causing unnecessary cases of severe disease and death.


- DOH misrepresents vaccine-targeted infection, transmission, and recovery rates, leading to 
unwarranted fear. A 2019 “inbreak” of measles in an isolated community drove the removal of the 
MMR personal exemption. For COVID-19, inappropriate use of PCR tests inflates case numbers, 
and constant messaging is driving neighbor to fear neighbor, despite large studies showing pre- and 
asymptomatic transmission is very low to near zero.


- For decades, DOH and all public health agencies in the U.S. have placed “faith in vaccination” 
above ensuring every citizen is provided with enough information to give fully informed consent or 
refusal.


- DOH provides inaccurate information regarding the safety and effectiveness of hastily enacted 
policies. Now, denial of harm from long term mask wearing, minimal concern about the impact of 
lockdowns and isolation, especially on children, may prove more dangerous than SARS-COV-2.


- DOH acts as the marketing arm of drug companies rather than providing accurate vaccine product 
risk-benefit information. The current messaging that the investigational mRNA Covid-19 vaccines 
are “safe and effective” violates the state’s false-advertising laws, and is eroding the final vestiges of 
trust the public had in the information coming from the state.


- The state’s response to COVID-19 reveals the danger of unlimited private-public partnerships. Bill 
Gates has essentially captured the DOH to pursue his “final solution” goal of global vaccination, 
through IDMOD.org, the McKinsey & Co. consulting firm, UW’s IHME, and representation in various 
government entities, such as Blair Hanewall consulting to the state Vaccine Advisory Committee.


WA state is not alone. Globally, these systemic issues have allowed public health to be used to 
bulldoze society and the economy to pave the way for the World Economic Forum’s “Great Reset.”


Despite this, we remain devoted to our mission. We know that the people working in public health truly 
want to improve the health and lives of our community but are caught up in a system that has been 
captured—at all levels—by private and corporate interests. We will endeavor to seek common ground 
with the state, to help drive needed reforms, and we will always work to protect the human right to 
medical freedom and fully informed consent.


Sincerely,


Bernadette Pajer, Drella Stein, and Jena Dalpez 
ICWA Board

http://IDMOD.org

